EMPAC
fall / 2014
performances
film/video
music/sound
talks
on view

curtis r. priem experimental media and performing arts center

The Curtis R. Priem Experimental Media and
Performing Arts Center (EMPAC) is where the
arts, sciences, and technology interact with
and influence each other by using the same
facilities and technologies, and by breathing
the same air.
EMPAC hosts artists and researchers to
produce and present new work in a building
designed with a sophisticated architectural
and technical infrastructure. Four exceptional
venues and studios enable audiences,
artists, and researchers to inquire, experiment,
develop, and experience the ever changing
relationship between ourselves, technology,
and the worlds we create around us.

music / sound

artist-in-residence
An interconnected series of listening
rooms designed by artist Jacqueline
Kiyomi Gordon reveal the often forgotten
control over hearing that audiences have.

Kris Qua

CALENDAR
date
AUG 28
7:30 PM

AUG 29
8:00 PM

SEP 04
7:30 PM

SEP 12

8:00 PM

SEP 30

4:00 PM

OCT 04

4:00–10:00 PM

OCT 04

4:30 + 7:30 PM

OCT 04

6:30 + 8:00 PM

OCT 04

9:00 PM

OCT 10

7:00 PM

Please note: the calendar is current as of printing; our website is
continually updated throughout the season: empac.rpi.edu.

EVENT

date

film / video
BLANKETS FOR INDIANS
Directed by Ken Jacobs

performance

OCT 11

8:00 PM

OCT 15

TIME SQUARED
Ken Jacobs

7:00 PM

film / video
the big combo
Directed by Joseph H. Lewis

music/sound

OCT 23

8:00 PM

OCT 24

Laurel Halo

8:00 PM

EVENT
campus event
Voice Play
with RPI student groups

talk
Johannes Goebel
Speaking So To Speak

performance
EUREKA, A LIGHTHOUSE PLAY
Ellie Ga

performance
THE FORTUNETELLERS
Ellie Ga

campus event
Dr. Carl Hart
Vollmer Fries Lecture Series

performance

multiple events on this day

my voice has an echo in it
Temporary Distortion

performance

multiple events on this day

OBSOLESCERE: THE THING IS FALLING
Anthony Marcellini

performance

multiple events on this day

EMPATHY SCHOOL
Aaron Landsman + Brent Green

music/sound

multiple events on this day

mick barr

OCT 25

4:00 PM

OCT 28
7:00 PM

OCT 30
7:30 PM

NOV 01

8:00 PM

NOV 05
7:00 PM

film/video
visitors + panel discussion
Directed by Godfrey Reggio

nov 07
8:00 PM

campus event
family weekend concert

talk
KAREN BARAD
Histories of Now: Time Diffractions, Virtuality, and
Material Imaginings

performance
27 ACROSS/25 DOWN
Isabelle Pauwels

music/sound
AkOUSMA @EMPAC

talk
Luca Turin
Why Does Consciousness Dissolve in Chloroform?
The Story of an Enduring Mystery

music/sound
expanded piano
Stavros Gasparatos

CALENDAR
date
Nov 12

4:00–7:00 PM

NOV 12
6:30 PM

NOV 13

7:00 PM

NOV 14
7:00 PM

NOV 14

8:00 PM

NOV 15

8:00 PM

Nov 18

EVENT
campus event

music/sound

Nov 25

multiple events on this day

Jacqueline Kiyomi Gordon
The Only Thing That Makes Life Possible
is Not Knowing What Comes Next

music/sound

multiple events on this day

mivos quartet
Eric Wubbels—This Mind

DEC 04

7:00 PM

dec 04–06

dec 05

8:00 PM

DEC 06
1:00 PM

DEC 06

7:00 PM

music/sound
YARN/WIRE

talk

campus event

3:00–6:00 PM

talk
THOMAS ZUMMER
On the Notion of ‘Capture’: Arché, Techné, Epistemé

talk
RicCardo Manzotti
The Spread Mind

film/video
LeviathAn + panel discussion
Directed by Lucien Castaing-Taylor, Ernst Karel
+ Véréna Paravel

Nov 18

nov 21

DEC 03

7:00 PM

EVENT

workshop
LAURIE ANDERSON
Tai Chi, Meditation, and Making Art

Vincent Meunier

8:00 PM

date

interactive demo day

12:00 PM

3:00–6:00 PM

Please note: the calendar is current as of printing; our website is
continually updated throughout the season: empac.rpi.edu.

Expo 14: Worlds on Display

performance
this piece is still to come
Begüm Erciyas

DEC 06

9:00 PM

dec 12

7:30 PM

on view
the vision machine
Melvin Moti

music/sound
pharmakon

campus event
winter concert

performance

multiple events on this day

a possibility of an abstraction
Germaine Kruip

performance

multiple events on this day

Bloopers #1
Michael Bell-Smith, Sara Magenheimer + Ben Vida

film/video
Laurie Anderson
New Film (a personal essay)

3816

days of residencies, events, commissions,
research and development, production,
and performances—and counting.

campus event
Expo 14: Worlds on Display

artist in residence

Early Morning Opera / Summer 2013

kris qua

TICKETS

EVELYN’S CAFÉ
Evelyn’s Café offers a full menu of beverages, meals, and
snacks, as well as a selection of wines before performances,
screenings, and talks. Service continues during intermissions and after most events.
Evelyn’s is also open for lunch on weekdays featuring a
rotating menu using locally-sourced ingredients. On each
Wednesday coinciding with the beginning of the semester,
the student-run Terra Café serves a weekly menu of local
and organic foods, featuring a vegetarian or meat option
as well as dessert.
For questions or more information, call Evelyn’s Café at
518.276.2569.

For tickets, directions, or to find out more about the
Curtis R. Priem Experimental Media and Performing
Arts Center, visit us on the web at empac.rpi.edu or
call us at 518.276.3921.
EVENT PRICING:
(unless otherwise noted)
performances

music/sound

$18: General admission
$13: Rensselaer faculty + staff, seniors, and students
$6: Rensselaer students
(id required for discount price)

EVELYN'S CAFÉ

screenings

$6: General admission
on view

FREE
talks

FREE

peter aaron/esto

SERIES
detail view

campus perspectives

This series provides a platform for Rensselaer professors and
researchers to share in-depth perspectives on their fields of
inquiry. Inviting an exchange of ideas on campus and providing
a window into a singular vision, these events are geared toward
experts and non-experts alike.

NOV 18

talk
Vincent Meunier

surface tension
“To him the meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernel
but outside, enveloping the tale which brought it out only as a
glow brings out a haze, in the likeness of one of these misty halos that sometimes are made visible by the spectral illumination
of moonshine.”
–joseph conrad, heart of darkness
A series of films in which the surface of the images trumps the
narrative as the vehicle for meaning. Special effects, intense
lighting, extreme image resolution, and hyper-real sound
heighten the subject of the film through the tension between
surface-level sensuality and the narrative. This creates experiences where the intuition of the senses has more interpretive
power than what words can hold.

SEP 04

film/video
THE BIG COMBO
Directed by Joseph H. Lewis

OCT 10

film/video
Visitors + panel discussion
Directed by Godfrey Reggio

NOV 13

film/video
Leviathan + panel discussion
Directed by Lucien Castaing-Taylor, Ernst Karel
+ Véréna Paravel

material performance
This series of talks focuses on materiality and time—how material
and passing time can be seen as reciprocal conditions for
each other’s qualities. It is inspired by the thoughts of French
philosopher Henri Bergson:
“If I want to mix a glass of sugar and water, I must… wait
until the sugar melts. This little fact is big with meaning.
For here the time I have to wait is not the mathematical
time, which would apply equally well to the entire history
of the material world…. It coincides with my impatience,
that is to say, with a certain portion of my own duration….
It is no longer something thought, it is something lived.”
Bergson’s text has punctuated philosophical discussions since
it first appeared in 1908. The series will bring together material
scientists, biochemists, philosophers, curators, and media
theorists to unravel the relationship of time and materiality
within each discipline.

OCT 28

talk
Karen Barad
Histories of Now: Time Diffractions, Virtuality,
and Material Imaginings

NOV 05

talk
Luca Turin
Why Does Consciousness Dissolve in Chloroform? The
Story of an Enduring Mystery

DEC 03

talk
Thomas Zummer
On the Notion of ‘Capture’: Arché, Techné, Epistemé

DEC 04

talk
Riccardo Manzotti
The Spread Mind

film / video

Thu / AUG 28th
7:30 PM
FREE

Blankets for IndianS

Directed by Ken Jacobs

Blankets for Indians blends a stereoscopic study of water spurting
from New York’s City Hall fountain with an intimately detailed
portrait of an Occupy Wall Street march. While in the process of
shooting the fountain in 2012, Jacobs serendipitously turned
his camera toward a large protest marching to Zuccotti Park in
support of Occupy Wall Street. The unexpected connection gives
the film new life, seamlessly moving between sensual observation
and political commentary, reflection, and abstraction. Using
freeze-frames, text, and 3D manipulation, Jacobs questions the
contemporary conditions of socio-political struggle, its relation
to aesthetics, and the labor necessary to produce both.
Ken Jacobs was born in Brooklyn in 1933 and lives and works in
New York City. A pioneer of the American film avant-garde of
the 1960s and ‘70s, Jacobs is a central figure in post-war experimental cinema. From his first films of the late 1950s to his recent
experiments with digital video, his investigations and innovations
have influenced countless artists. He has received numerous
awards, including the Maya Deren Award and a John Simon
Guggenheim Fellowship, as well as grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the New
York State Council on the Arts. His films, videos, and performances have been received at such international venues as the
Berlin Film Festival; the London Film Festival; the Hong Kong
Film Festival; the New York Film Festival; the American Museum
of the Moving Image, Astoria, New York; the Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York; and the Museum of Modern Art,
New York. He was a featured filmmaker at the International Film
Festival Rotterdam in 2004 and at the Courtisane Festival,
Ghent, in 2014.

curator: victoria brooks
Ken Jacobs, Blankets for Indians (2012)
Video still, courtesy the artist + EAI

performance

FRI / AUG 29th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Time Squared

Ken Jacobs

Part of Ken Jacobs’ Nervous Magic Lantern series of performances,
Time Squared uses projected light, the most basic ingredient of
cinema, to create hallucinatory optical effects. Colored slides, a
lens, and a spinning shutter are hand manipulated by the artist
to animate the patterns reflected onto the screen, creating
stereoscopic effects without celluloid or video.
Alongside numerous film and video productions, and extensive
work with 3D filmmaking techniques, avant-garde film pioneer
Ken Jacobs has explored the histories and technologies of the
moving image through projector performances for the past five
decades, both in shadow plays and with the Nervous System—
an apparatus consisting of two 16mm projectors with identical
strips of film that create the illusion of spatial depth.
“Silent cinema was never this silent. This is hands-on projection
with projectionist as main moving part. Objects are manipulated
within this essence of a machine while, onscreen, we see a vast
3D churning and morphing that could have been made to happen
before the invention of film and film-transport devices. And perhaps they were, but minds were not ready for the results.”
–ken jacobs

curator: victoria brooks
Ken Jacobs, Time Squared
Performance still, courtesy the artist

film / video

Thu / SEP 04th
7:30 PM
$6

The Big Combo

Directed by Joseph H. Lewis
Shrouded in darkness, Joseph H. Lewis’ The Big Combo is a
classic film noir credited with ushering in a new era of cinematic
violence in which the villain is often more interesting than the
hero. The film’s visual composition—considered one of the
best works by cinematographer John Alton—is stylistically
exemplary of classic noir detective stories, animating its
deceptively simple B-movie plot and making way for the real star
of the movie—camera work and expressionistic lighting effects
that externalize the shifting dynamics of its moral universe.
“Shadows and lies are the stars of The Big Combo, a spellbinding
black-and-white chiaroscuro with the segmented texture of a
spider’s web.... John Alton’s lush camera work is so dominant here
you wouldn’t know Joseph H. Lewis was also behind the camera.”
–ed gonzalez, slant magazine
Best known for his two film noir movies, Gun Crazy (1950) and
The Big Combo (1955), B-movie director Joseph H. Lewis produced
dozens of low-budget films over his 30-year career. Known for
his visual style relying heavily on key peripheral detail, his ability
to elevate mundane material has gained Lewis a substantial
cult following since the 1970s. His work has been characterized
by its unexpected visual mastery, and was described by film critic
Richard Combs as “a stylistic authority operating in a vacuum.”

curator: emily zimmerman
The Big Combo (1955) Warner Brothers

music / sound

FRI / SEP 12th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Laurel Halo
Celebrated electronic musician Laurel Halo performs new works
at EMPAC. Halo’s brand of electronic music fuses techno and
dance-driven sounds with a heavy dose of synths and samples.
Her diverse output incorporates danceable rhythms, meditative
aural washes, and pensive vocals into a singular, pulsing whole.
Built around a slightly off-kilter sense of time and forward-looking
production techniques, her music coheres around themes of
physical process and virtual violence.
Laurel Halo is a producer and live electronic musician from Ann
Arbor, Michigan. Influenced by her Midwestern roots, Halo’s music
speaks to new club ecologies explored through abstract
rhythms, chaotic ambience, and moody jazz elements. “Techno
is a meditative force that can process darkness and remove
problems… in their place, the ideal of a non-threatening, transcended, sexually charged headspace emerges,” she told The
Wire. Physical process and temporal drift are recurring motifs
in Halo’s discography. She has released two full-length albums
on the London-based electronic label Hyperdub Records.

curator: argeo ascani
Courtesy of the artist

performance

SAT / OCT 04th
4:00–10:00 PM

october 04

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

My Voice Has
An Echo In It

Temporary Distortion
This six-hour performance combines live music, text, and video
in a fully enclosed 24' x 6' capsule made of two-way mirrors. All
performers are completely confined within this freestanding,
soundproof box. The audience can see them inside, but the
performers see only their reflections, which stretch off infinitely
in both directions. This EMPAC-commissioned work calls into
question the nature of live events, with all sounds created by the
performers captured, processed, and stored by a computer before
being played back for the listener after a few seconds’ delay.
The audience experiences the performance both as a live spectacle and a disembodied record of what has just been presented.
Temporary Distortion has earned a reputation for pushing the
boundaries of theater with unsettling and meditative acts
staged in claustrophobic, boxlike structures, with an emphasis on
minimal physical movement and a uniquely restrained style of
performance. “Temporary Distortion just keep elevating their
game,” Time Out NY wrote about their work. “You could call that
game sculptural video, or perhaps living set design, or maybe
just multimedia ravishment.” The company’s work began with
performances in life-size shadow boxes that evolved into larger
open-frame structures that combine lights, microphones,
speakers, television monitors, and video projection surfaces.

curator: ash bulayev
Scott Fetterman

performance

SAT / OCT 04th
4:30 + 7:30 PM

october 04

multiple
events on
this day

FREE

ObsoleScere:
The Thing is Falling

Anthony Marcellini

Obsolescere: The Thing is Falling is a performance that captures
objects at the moment their usefulness becomes uncertain.
Drawn from the Latin obsolescere—“falling into disuse,” the
idea that an object falls out of use over the course of time reveals
that obsolescence is not a fixed point, but an active and fluctuating state. Over the course of 25 minutes, a house cat, a Ford
Taurus, seven fluorescent light bulbs, a goldfish, several cornstalks, the Encyclopedia Britannica, and a rusted portrait bust
will speak about their conditions, narrating perspectives on
utility, breakdown, and contradiction. This series of conversations addresses the condition of all objects, humans included,
when they outlive their usefulness.
Anthony Marcellini is an artist and writer whose practice examines
the social relationships of seemingly disparate objects, artworks,
individuals, historical events, and natural phenomena. His
work has been exhibited internationally at Galerie Michael
Janssen, Singapore (2014); Witte De With, Rotterdam (2013,
2014); Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco (2013);
the Gothenburg Konsthall (2013); and Wilkinson Gallery, London
(2012-13), among others. His writing has been published in Paletten
Art Journal, and he is a featured contributor to the online journal
Art Practical, San Francisco. From 2010-13, he was an adjunct
professor at the University of Gothenburg.

curator: emily zimmerman
Courtesy of the artist

performance

SAT / OCT 04th
6:30 + 8:00 PM

october 04

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Empathy School

Aaron Landsman + Brent Green
An immersive performance set on a bus driving through the
post-industrial landscape surrounding Troy, NY. You will board
at sunset and hear stories about time and separation. The stories
will be accompanied by an ambient score that responds to the
movement of the bus, subtly changing with shifts in speed and
direction. This EMPAC-commissioned work was conceived a
year ago, while Aaron Landsman lived in central Illinois as his
wife completed graduate school at the University of Illinois.
Landsman’s work often took him out of town; to get home he
flew back into Chicago and rode a night bus for three hours,
overhearing riders’ stories as they spoke to relatives on the
phone or talked to one another. The stories were of financial
desperation and separated families, reflecting the difficult
circumstances of those left in parts of America that were being
abandoned by the post-industrial economy. Produced in collaboration with visual artist and filmmaker Brent Green, Empathy
School combines theater, travel, and audio in a contained space
where listening to another person’s stories is the only possible
act of togetherness.
Empathy School is made possible by additional funding from
The MAP Fund, a program of Creative Capital, primarily supported
by the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, with additional funds
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

curator: ash bulayev
the internet

music / sound

SAT / OCT 04th
9:00 PM

october 04

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Mick Barr
Mick Barr presents a solo performance of his electric guitar works.
A guitarist of the highest technical caliber, Barr makes music
that exists somewhere between progressive black metal, hardcore, and avant-jazz. Alternating between witheringly complex
and gutturally primal, Barr is at the center of the extreme sound
scene with works of unrivaled experimental improvisation.
Mick Barr is a guitarist and composer currently living in the NJ/
NYC area. Noted for his relentless speed and agility on guitar and
avant-garde compositions, he has released more than 50 recordings over the last 20 years. He is most known in the experimental
and metal worlds for his work with the technical duos Orthrelm
and Crom Tech, the progressive black metal band Krallice, and
for his two solo projects, Octis and Ocrilim.
Barr has been an active improviser, releasing records and playing
alongside greats such as Zach Hill, Weasel Walter, Mike Pride,
Jon Irabagon, and Chuck Bettis, among many others. His chamber
music includes works commissioned and performed by ACME,
Archer Spade, and Wet Ink Ensemble. He was named one of the
50 fastest guitarists of all time by Guitar World magazine in
2008. Most recently, he has worked with Jonathan Bepler and
Matthew Barney, and is featured in their film/opera River of
Fundament.

curator: argeo ascani
Image
Simon Courtesy
Godley of the artist

film / video

FRI / OCT 10th
7:00 PM
$6
surface tension series

VISITORS

Directed By Godfrey Reggio
This screening will be followed by a discussion with director
Godfrey Reggio and Rensselaer professor Langdon Winner.
Presented by Steven Soderbergh in black-and-white digital
projection, Visitors reveals humanity’s trancelike relationship
with technology, which connects humans in extreme emotional
states to experiences far outside themselves. Beyond simply
relaying information about the historical moment in which we
live, the film is a visceral exploration of the senses and the
kinds of machinery we’ve built to expand them.
Godfrey Reggio is a pioneer of a form of filmmaking that uses
poetic image sequences to build toward moments of extraordinary emotional impact and transcendence. He is best known
for the Qatsi trilogy: essays of image and music that question
the world in which we live. Reggio’s Koyaanisqatsi, made in collaboration with composer Philip Glass and photography director Ron Fricke, drew critical acclaim from national and international audiences and launched the Qatsi trilogy. Reggio’s
filmography, all scored by collaborator Philip Glass, includes:
Koyaanisqatsi (1982), Powaqqatsi (1988), Naqoyqatsi (2002),
Anima Mundi (1992), and Evidence (1995). For the past 13 years,
Reggio has been on the faculty of the Telluride Film Festival as
a resident curator and presenter of films. He also lectures on
technology, culture, and cinema.

curator: emily zimmerman
Still image from Godfrey Reggio’s VISITORS.
Courtesy of Cinedigm

talk

WED / OCT 15th
7:00 PM
FREE

Many words
about what is
beyond that
which is said.
(without language
there is no art)

Speaking So To Speak

Johannes Goebel

The point of departure: without language there is no art. Art is
not congruent with language. And certainly art can be made
with words. This talk will be many words about words to create
a view of what is beyond that which is said.
Art, any kind of art, was only possible once we had language
and were wondering about the meaning of life. Art can be a
sword that cuts through language. It can let us experience
something beyond language, beyond right and wrong, on this
side of yesterday and tomorrow.
There is a lot of talking and thinking before art is made. There is
a lot of speaking after experiencing art. There is a lot of past and
a lot of future outside of an artwork, which in turn shapes how
the work appears and approaches us and how we approach it.
A work of art can only be alive in the moment when we experience
it. We use language to shape past and future. When we talk or
write and reflect and ponder on art, we are outside of the experience. Which is just fine—but different.
Johannes Goebel has been chasing the moment between past
and future, even though it was always present. He started with
words and music and then built instruments out of wood and
metal and digital code. He did many things during the chase,
like everyone does. Stop the chase, he was told. For the past 14
years he has been lucky and happy, having been hired to contribute to creating EMPAC at Rensselaer as a building and program.

curator: emily zimmerman

performance

THU / OCT 23rd
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Eureka,
a lighthouse play

Ellie Ga

Eureka, a Lighthouse Play, is a narrative performance that centers on the great lighthouse of Alexandria. Since its destruction
in a series of earthquakes during the Middle Ages, many people
have tried to reconstruct the lighthouse, searching for its remains in an effort to reconstruct the histories of one of the lost
wonders of the ancient world.
Eureka recounts Ellie Ga’s journey, beginning in 2012 when she
joined a marine archaeology program at Alexandria University
in pursuit of the lighthouse alongside a quixotic cast of characters.
The narrative describes the journey of an artist lost in the process
of research, drawing upon an archive of photographs, video
footage, documents, artifacts, and interviews. Like the growing
cast of unlikely characters, it becomes harder and harder to piece
together the lighthouse’s history from the thousands of stones
that are barely visible on the seabed.
Spanning a variety of media, Ellie Ga’s work probes the distinctions
between documentary and fiction, private and public histories,
writing and visual inscriptions, and the still and moving image.
Her performances and installations have been presented at institutions such as The Kitchen, New York; the Power Plant, Toronto;
Foundation Cartier, Paris; and the New Museum, New York. Ellie
Ga is represented by Bureau, New York.
Research and production for Eureka, a Lighthouse Play, is funded in part by Grand Arts, Kansas City and the Royal Institute of
Art, Stockholm.

curator: ash bulayev
Qait Bey Citadel (former site of the Lighthouse of Alexandria),
Ellie Ga, 2012.

performance

FRI / OCT 24th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

THE FORTUNETELLERS

Ellie Ga

The Fortunetellers is a narrative performance inspired by American
artist Ellie Ga’s six-month residency gathering scientific data on
the Tara, a research boat frozen in the Arctic ice, drifting near the
North Pole. The work mixes live storytelling, recorded sound, still
images, and film to bring new insight and intimacy to Ga’s polar
adventure. Combining her memories with a curious mix of photographs, videos, annotated sketches, maps, and travel logs she archived along the way, Ga conjures up the rituals of daily life in the
Arctic night. The Fortunetellers tells an eclectic mix of stories, from
the history of the yo-yo to the evolution of oceanic currents and
their impact on planktonic life, all framed against a study of ancient and modern forms of fortune telling, which Ga uses as a metaphor for the past and future of the Arctic landscape.
Spanning a variety of media, Ellie Ga’s work probes the distinctions between documentary and fiction, private and public histories, writing and visual inscriptions, and the still and moving image. Her performances and installations have been presented at
institutions such as The Kitchen, New York; the Power Plant, Toronto; Foundation Cartier, Paris; and the New Museum, New York. Ellie
Ga is represented by Bureau, New York.
Research and production for The Fortunetellers is funded in
part by Grand Arts, Kansas City and the Royal Institute of Art,
Stockholm.

curator: ash bulayev
Marc Boyer

talk

TUE / OCT 28th
7:00 PM
FREE
material performance series

Karen Barad

Histories of Now: Time Diffractions,
Virtuality, and Material Imaginings
In this talk, physicist and feminist theorist Karen Barad will
discuss her recent reflections on the entanglement of time and
materiality.
Karen Barad is a professor of feminist studies, philosophy, and
history of consciousness at the University of California at Santa
Cruz. She holds a PhD in theoretical particle physics and quantum
field theory. Barad is the author of Meeting the Universe Halfway:
Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning
(Duke University Press, 2007) and numerous articles in the fields
of physics, philosophy, science studies, poststructuralist theory,
and feminist theory. Her research has been supported by the National
Science Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Hughes Foundation,
the Irvine Foundation, the Mellon Foundation, and the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

curator: emily zimmerman
Lyonel Feininger, Untitled (street scene, double exposure, Halle), 1929-1930.
© 2014 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / VG

performance

THU / OCT 30th
7:30 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

27 Across / 25 Down
Isabelle Pauwels

27 Across / 25 Down is an EMPAC-commissioned multimedia artwork
by Canadian artist Isabelle Pauwels. Layering sculpture, light, audio,
and video, the performance guides the audience through the story
of two entwined characters: a dying rust-belt town unable to let go
of nostalgia for the “old days,” and a small-time actress struggling
against the indignities of the film industry while making ends meet
as a part-time dominatrix.
Isabelle Pauwels was born in Kortrijk, Belgium, and lives and
works in New Westminster, BC. She received a BFA from Emily Carr
Institute of Art and Design in 2001, and an MFA from the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago in 2006. Working primarily in video,
Pauwels’ blend of performance and documentary realism highlights the fraught relationship between narrative conventions and
everyday social interaction. Focusing on the possibilities of nonlinear editing, her video installations reconfigure popular genres
such as the sitcom, the home movie, and the documentary. Recent
exhibitions include the Power Plant, Toronto; the Western Front,
Vancouver; National Gallery of Canada, Ontario; and the Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia. Pauwels is represented by Catriona Jeffries Gallery.

curator: victoria brooks
Isabelle Pauwels, 27 Across / 25 Down (2014)
Production still, courtesy the artist + Catriona Jeffries, Vancouver

music / sound

SAT / NOV 01 st
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Akousma @EMPAC
An acousmatic music performance in the open spaces of EMPAC
highlighting works from the annual AKOUSMA festival in
Montréal, Quebec. Known as “cinema for the ear,” acousmatic
music is a compositional form traditionally presented in the dark
to help focus and intensify the audience’s sense of hearing. In
this performance, EMPAC will be appointed with dozens of
specially placed loudspeakers while the audience is seated
throughout the building’s lobby and the public hallways across
its nine floors. Composers and performers will jointly manipulate
their pieces in real-time, creating an all-encompassing aura as
electronic sound moves throughout the building.
AKOUSMA is produced by Réseaux, a composer-run organization
founded in 1991 to commission, promote, and support electroacoustic music. Montréal is the North American hub for electronic
music, offering a wide range of festivals spanning dance music,
acoustics research, and everything in between.

curator: argeo ascani
Shutterstock.com

talk

wed / nov 05th
7:00 PM
FREE
material performance series

Luca Turin

Why Does Consciousness
Dissolve in Chloroform? The Story
of an Enduring Mystery
Biophysicist Luca Turin explores the mysterious connection
between time and human consciousness with this presentation
of the many unusual discoveries from his research with general
anesthesia and its effects on an internal sense of duration. With
a rich combination of wit and scientific rigor, Turin explores one
of the most enduring questions of human philosophy sprung from
an investigation into one of our most common medical practices.
Biophysicist Luca Turin was born in 1953 in Beirut, Lebanon. He
received his French baccalauréat in 1970, and his PhD in physiology and biophysics in 1978 from University College London.
Turin worked at the French National Center for Scientific Research
from 1982 to 1992, and was a lecturer in biophysics at University
College London from 1992 to 2000. He’s the author of Perfumes:
The Guide, and the subject of Chandler Burr’s 2003 book The
Emperor of Scent. Turin is currently a visiting professor at the
Institute for Theoretical Physics in Ulm, Germany, and writes a
column for the Zurich-based monthly NZZ Folio. He is also the
perfume critic of Style Arabia.

curator: emily zimmerman
iStockphoto.com

music / sound

FRI / NOV 07th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Expanded Piano

Stavros Gasparatos

Imagine being inside a piano. Imagine the piano expanded to
the size of a concert hall. This EMPAC-commissioned concert
and installation is grounded in the idea of “prepared piano,” a
tradition where screws, rubber bands, bolts, etc., are attached
to the strings inside a piano, altering the sound. Building on
the many famous mechanically prepared piano compositions
from John Cage to Aphex Twin, Expanded Piano transforms the
idea into a uniquely electronic form. An acoustic piano is wired
with both regular microphones and contact microphones attached
to the body of the piano, its strings, and mechanisms. Each
microphone’s signal is manipulated in real time through a
computer and then routed to its own loudspeaker, creating a
multichannel space around the audience that puts the listeners
“inside” the piano.
Stavros Gasparatos is a composer and digital sound artist who
lives and works in Athens, Greece. He composes music for
dance, theater, and cinema, and frequently works on solo music
projects. His music has been performed in all major Greek theaters
and concert venues, including the ancient Epidaurus theatre,
the Onassis Cultural Centre, and the Megaron Mousikis Concert
Hall. His work has been performed internationally in London,
Macao, Naples, Berlin, Toronto, Amsterdam, Paris, and Sofia.
Gasparatos is a frequent collaborator of the National Greek
Theatre. He has composed music for over 90 productions and
is considered one of the most important composers of the new
Greek wave.

curator: ash bulayev
Kostas Roussakis and Maria Tavlariou

workshop

WED / NOV 12th
6:30 PM
FREE

Laurie Anderson

Tai Chi, Meditation, and Making Art
In this four-hour session, renowned EMPAC artist-in-residence
Laurie Anderson leads an exploration of how tai chi and meditation can shape the music and art we make. Building on her
celebrated career as a performer, artist, and musician, Anderson will share her insights into the complementary practices of
disciplined physical movement and creative expression in all
its forms.
“As a martial artist, I am not expert enough to teach a real tai
chi class,” Anderson writes. “However, we will go over the basic moves and approaches, and I believe that artists can benefit greatly from this way of blending the physical, mental, and
spiritual disciplines.”
Wear comfortable clothes.
Laurie Anderson is widely known for her multimedia presentations and musical recordings. Her numerous major works include
United States I-V (1983), Empty Places (1990), Stories from the
Nerve Bible (1993), Songs and Stories for Moby Dick (1999), and
Life on a String (2001), among many others. She has taken part in
countless collaborations with an array of artists, from Jonathan
Demme and Brian Eno to Bill T. Jones and Peter Gabriel.

curator: johannes goebel
Courtesy of the artist

film/video

THU / nov 13th
7:00 PM
FREE
surface tension series

LEVIATHAN

Directed by Lucien Castaing-Taylor
+ Véréna Paravel
An immersive portrait of the contemporary commercial fishing
industry, Leviathan follows a hulking groundfish trawler into
the murky black waters on a fishing expedition in the North Atlantic. Instead of romanticizing the labor or attempting to turn
fisherfolk into mythic caricatures of themselves, the film presents a kaleidoscopic representation of the sea, the work, the
machinery, and the players, both human and marine.
The day of programming includes a master class and a panel
discussion with Lucien Castaing-Taylor, Ernst Karel, and Véréna
Paravel. Visit empac.rpi.edu for more information.

Lucien Castaing-Taylor and Véréna Paravel collaborate in the
Sensory Ethnography Lab. Their work is in the permanent collection of New York’s Museum of Modern Art and has been exhibited
at the Tate, London’s Institute of Contemporary Arts, the Whitney
Museum, and elsewhere. Other works include The Last Judgement,
Still Life/Nature Morte, Sweetgrass, and Foreign Parts.
Ernst Karel’s multidimensional audio work includes electroacoustic composition, location recording, and sound for nonfiction film. His work has been exhibited in the 2012 São Paulo
Biennial, MIT List Visual Arts Center, and the Museum of the
Moving Image. Karel is currently lab manager for the Sensory
Ethnography Lab at Harvard University.

curator: emily zimmerman
Courtesy of the artist

music / sound

FRI / NOV 14th
7:00 PM

november 14

multiple
events on
this day

FREE
work in progress

Jacqueline Kiyomi Gordon

The Only Thing That Makes Life Possible
is Not Knowing What Comes Next

Sound artist Jacqueline Kiyomi Gordon investigates how one’s
perception of sound can be changed as he or she moves through
space. Using an interconnected series of listening rooms, each
built with modular walls composed of a variety of materials
(stone, metal, wood, cloth, etc.), Gordon creates a perpetually
shifting audio experience from diffused sound projected from a
ring of loudspeakers. As listeners move through the space,
they are made aware of the parameters of the room and how they
can actually control what they are hearing by altering their
movement.
Jacqueline Kiyomi Gordon is a visual and sound artist who
currently resides in Los Angeles. Her work integrates audio
technologies into sculptural forms to question relationships of
affect to an environment. She received a BFA from the San Francisco Art Institute (2004) and an MFA from Stanford University
(2011), where her research focused on the history of communications technology and the physiological and psychophysical
effects of music and sound on the body. Gordon has had solo
shows at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (2014), Pro Arts Gallery
(2013, Oakland), Eli Ridgway Gallery (2012, San Francisco), and
Queens Nails (2009, San Francisco), and she has been included
in exhibitions at the Institute of Contemporary Art (London,
UK), di Rosa (Napa, CA), and Machine Project (Los Angeles,
CA). She has received numerous awards, including the 2011
Joan Mitchell Foundation MFA Award, a Center for Cultural Innovation Grant (2011), and a San Francisco Arts Commission Cultural
Equity Grant (2009).
curator: argeo ascani
ARGEO ASCANI

music / sound

FRI / NOV 14th
8:00 PM

november 14

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

mivos quartet

Eric Wubbels—This Mind
The Mivos Quartet, one of the most sought-after string quartets
in the international new music scene, will be in residence at EMPAC
to develop and perform a new work by American composer Eric
Wubbels. Tentatively titled This Mind, the piece is an audio
variation on the psychological experience of time. Extending
nearly an hour, it moves from sections of extreme slowness and
static sustains to high-energy plateaus of dense, saturated
sound textures. In the final sequence, quadraphonic electronic
sound pushes the performance into an altogether new dimension,
creating vivid psychoacoustic illusions by using extremely high
sine waves.
The Mivos Quartet is devoted to performing the works of contemporary composers and presenting new music to diverse audiences.
Since 2008 they have collaborated with a huge group of international composers, performing works by emerging and established composers including Alex Mincek, Helmut Lachenmann,
Anna Clyne, Wolfgang Rihm, Samson Young, Luke DuBois, Philip
Glass, Huang Ruo, Felipe Lara, Sam Pluta, Tristan Perich, and
Kirsten Broberg. They have appeared at such venues as the
Guggenheim Museum, Kennedy Center, Zankel Hall, MoMA,
the Stone, Issue Project Room, and Roulette.

curator: argeo ascani
Alexander perelli

music / sound

sat / NOV 15th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

yarn/wire
Explosive new music ensemble Yarn/Wire brings a brand new
performance to EMPAC. Centered around two pianists and two
percussionists, Yarn/Wire uses a combination of thundering
rhythms, unconventional sounds, and precision execution. The
ensemble has quickly become a key player in the American new
music scene, driven by their adventurous programming and
dedication to performing music from young composers. Their
performance in the Concert Hall will include David Brynjar
Franzson’s The Negotiation of Context (recorded and produced
at EMPAC), as well as a series of shorter new works by Thomas
Meadowcroft, Ann Cleare, and Chiyoko Szlavnics.
Founded in 2005, Yarn/Wire is a quartet of two percussionists
and two pianists widely admired for the energy and precision
they bring to performances of today’s most adventurous music.
Their instrumental combination allows them to effortlessly slip
between repertoire classics and modern works that continue
to break new ground. Their collaborative initiatives with
genre-bending artists such as Two-Headed Calf, Pete Swanson,
and Tristan Perich point toward the emergence of a new and
lasting repertoire that is “spare and strange and very, very new.”

curator: argeo ascani
Bobby Fisher

performance

fri / NOV 21st
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

This Piece Is
Still To Come

Begüm Erciyas

You are both audience member and performer in this game-like
performance. There will be no conclusions. You will witness the
actions of past audiences, repeat them, and then be challenged
to recalibrate them, creating something new and different. The
documentation of each performance is integrated as audiovisual
material in future performances. Collected recordings are replayed
and re-recorded, gradually accumulating, rewriting the experience
every time it is performed, making things appear, disappear or
change shape. Each new audience is suspended at some middle
point, knowing there is at least one more performance to come,
for which the record of current actions will serve as foundation.
Begüm Erciyas was born in Ankara, Turkey, and has lived and
worked in Berlin since 2010. While studying molecular biology
and genetics in Ankara, Erciyas worked on several different
dance projects and subsequently joined [laboratuar], a performing arts research and project group. Later, she studied at the
Salzburg Experimental Academy of Dance in Austria and received
the 2006 DanceWeb scholarship. She has been an active member
of Sweet and Tender Collaborations, and was an artist-inresidence at K3-Zentrum für Choreographie | Tanzplan Hamburg
in 2009 and at the TanzWerkstatt Berlin in 2011. She is the 2014
artist-in-residence at Villa Kamogawa / Goethe Institute Kyoto.

curator: ash bulayev
Barbara Greiner

talk

WED / DEC 03rd
7:00 PM
FREE
material performance series

Thomas Zummer

On the Notion of ‘Capture’:
Arché, Techné, Epistemé
What happens when one writes about or photographs another?
In this talk, celebrated artist and scholar Thomas Zummer
speaks to the idea of “capturing” subjects in media—photography,
cinema, radio, digital video, transmission—and how the captured subject is drawn into the fabricated media space while its
own world is forcibly occluded. Zummer will trace this phenomenon through the depiction of places, people, and events in all
such media—how the media start to “speak for” the captured,
take the place of the captured, and make the otherness of the
captured disappear. In establishing power through composing
and distributing the captured, media produce a narrative of
their own place in the world, defined by the authority over that
which it captured and now represents.
Thomas Zummer is a scholar, artist, and curator who lectures
and publishes on philosophy, aesthetics, and the history of
technology. Zummer’s artworks have been exhibited worldwide, and he has taught at Brown; NYU; The New School, Transmedia program, Brussels; and the Tyler School of Art at Temple
University. He teaches philosophy at the European Graduate
School, Saas-Fee, Switzerland; is assistant professor of graphic/information design at Central Connecticut State University;
and an adjunct professor in the Digital + Media Department at
the Rhode Island School of Design. He lives in Brooklyn.

curator: emily zimmerman
Courtesy of the artist

talk

THU / DEC 04th
7:00 PM
FREE
material performance series

Riccardo Manzotti

The Spread Mind

According to popular wisdom, consciousness takes place inside
the mind, something with which Galileo, neuroscience, and the
movie The Matrix would all agree. In this talk, Riccardo Manzotti
will make the case for “externalism,” arguing that our minds
exist both in front of our eyes and behind them. The individual
doesn’t see a world; he is part of a world process. To support this
claim, Manzotti will dissect several “internalist” arguments,
showing how phenomena-like dreams and phantom limb pain
are actually compatible with an “externalist” view of the mind.
Riccardo Manzotti is a philosopher, psychologist, and artificial
intelligence scholar. He earned his PhD in robotics and is currently
a Fulbright visiting scholar at MIT’s Department of Linguistics
and Philosophy. Manzotti has published more than 100 scientific
papers, and has written two books that explore the place of
consciousness in the physical world: Conscienza e Realtà (2001)
and L’esperienza (2008).
Born in Parma, Italy, Manzotti attended the University of Genoa,
where he received degrees in computer science and philosophy.
He conducted postdoctoral research on artificial vision and artificial
intelligence at the LIRA-Lab in Genoa, Italy, and has held positions
at Northwestern University, Trinity College, and KAIST in Dajeon,
South Korea.

This talk is presented in conjunction with Melvin Moti’s installation
The Vision Machine.

curator: emily zimmerman
Courtesy of the artist

on view

DEC 04–06th
please visit empac.rpi.edu
for daily schedule

FREE

The Vision Machine

Melvin Moti

The Vision Machine is a kinetic light sculpture that produces a
20-minute film based on the behavior of light in prisms. Drawing
on optics and material science, this optical box harnesses the same
physical principles that give rise to everyday atmospheric effects
such as rainbows and sun dogs by shining light through a series
of rotating prisms and focusing it back onto a wall with a lens.
The Vision Machine is conceptually based on Riccardo Manzotti’s
idea of the “Spread Mind,” which proposes that consciousness
is spread between physical phenomena and the individual. The
viewer doesn’t see the world; he is part of a world process.
Melvin Moti worked collaboratively with a team of Rensselaer
undergraduate physics and engineering students to create The
Vision Machine.
Melvin Moti lives and works in Rotterdam, Netherlands. He examines neurological, scientific, and historic processes in relation
to visual culture. Over the last several years he has produced films,
artist books, objects, and drawings. He has had solo exhibitions
at Mudam (Luxembourg), Wiels (Brussels), Kunstverein Harburger
Bahnhof (Hamburg), Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam), and MMK
(Frankfurt). His two most recent films, Eigengrau (2011) and Eigenlicht (2012), were included in The Encyclopedic Palace at
the 55th International Art Exhibition, Venice, Italy.

This installation is presented in conjunction with Riccardo Manzotti’s
talk The Spread Mind.

curator: emily zimmerman
courtesy of Anthony T. Clutter,University of Arizona

music / sound

FRI / DEC 05th
8:00 PM
$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

Pharmakon
An intensely intimate performance by Pharmakon, a death industrial
music project from Margaret Chardiet. Chardiet describes her
drive to make noise music as a kind of exorcism, making it possible
to express her “deep-seated need/drive/urge/possession to reach
other people and make them FEEL something [specifically] in
uncomfortable/confrontational ways.” In addition to being one
of the few females working in a male dominated noise scene,
Chardiet stands out for her meticulous rigor and attention to
form, with every performed element methodically planned out
in advance for maximum emotional impact.
Margaret Chardiet was born and raised in New York City. She has
been making power electronics/death industrial music under
the name Pharmakon for five years. As a founding member of
the Red Light District collective in Far Rockaway, NY, she has
been a figurehead in the underground experimental scene since
she was 17. Several projects emerged from the Red Light home/
venue during the four years Chardiet lived there, including Yellow
Tears and Halflings, among others. She notes that the environment
there among so many other experimental artists inspired her to
keep pushing herself and making increasingly challenging work.
Abandon is Pharmakon’s first studio album and also Chardiet’s
first widely distributed release.

curator: argeo ascani
fred pessaro

performance

SAT / DEC 06th
7:00 PM

december 06

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

A Possibility of
an Abstraction

Germaine Kruip

A Possibility of an Abstraction is an EMPAC-commissioned production that transforms theatrical space into a field of cinematic
experience. It is a play of perception, where shadow, reflection,
architecture, and stage become the characters in a filmic experience created in the moment itself. Recalling pre-cinematic
traditions of shadow play, artist Germaine Kruip creates atmospheric, abstract effects that unfold in time. Shifting between
the theatrical, the sculptural, and the cinematic, A Possibility
of an Abstraction creates a meditative space at the edges of our
perception, blending optical illusions with the passage of time.
Germaine Kruip’s artworks often take the form of “architectural
interventions.” Manipulating daylight with geometric, kinetic
sculptures, these interventions transform each site into a stage,
with the audience as actors in a play of substantive absence.
Kruip’s work has recently been exhibited at Parra & Romero,
Madrid, Spain; List Visual Arts Center at MIT, Boston; Stedelijk
Museum, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Art Basel 41, Basel, Switzerland;
the Approach, London; Museum De Paviljoens, Almere, Netherlands; the Centro Cultural Montehermoso, Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Spain; Kunstverein für die Rheinlande und Westfalen, Düsseldorf;
the David Roberts Foundation, London; Hiroshima Museum of
Contemporary Art, Tokyo; the Drawing Centre, New York; and in
the MARZ Gallery, Lisbon, among others.

curator: victoria brooks
Germaine Kruip, Wish
Installation view, courtesy the artist + The Approach, London

performance

SAT / DEC 06th
9:00 PM

december 06

multiple
events on
this day

$18 / $13 / RPI STUDENTS $6

bloopers #1

Michael Bell-Smith,
Sara Magenheimer + Ben Vida
Bloopers #1 is the newest iteration of the performance-driven
collaboration by artists Michael Bell-Smith, Sara Magenheimer,
and Ben Vida. Using the language of “breakdowns,” or comedic
outtakes, the artists blend props, video, and electronic music
to play with the social power of different kinds of media. Bloopers
#1 takes the question “Why do we hate some objects and love
others?” as its starting point, and uses set pieces, dance-pop,
and stage props to playfully tease the boundaries of language,
crowds, and the nature of things that draw them.
Michael Bell-Smith in an artist and musician based in Brooklyn.
His work has been exhibited and screened in museums and galleries
internationally, including MoMA PS1, Museum of the Moving
Image, SFMOMA, the 5th Seoul International Media Biennale,
the New Museum, MoMA, and Tate Liverpool, UK.
Sara Magenheimer lives and works in Brooklyn. Language, music/
sound, and objects comprise a large part of her video-based
practice. From 2004-2010 Magenheimer formed two bands,
Flying, and WOOM, touring extensively and releasing five records.
She received her BA from Tufts University, her BFA from the
School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and her MFA from
Bard College.
Ben Vida is a Brooklyn-based artist and composer. He has been an
active member of the international experimental music community
for the past 17 years with a long list of collaborations, bands, and
releases to his credit.

curator: victoria brooks
Bloopers #1 (2014)
Image courtesy Michael Bell-Smith, Sara Magenheimer + Ben Vida

film / video

FRI / DEC 12th
7:30 PM
FREE

Laurie Anderson

New Film (a personal essay)
Begun as a 40-minute personal essay for French-German Arte TV,
this untitled film by EMPAC distinguished artist-in-residence
Laurie Anderson captures a series of interconnected confessional
stories set against a soundtrack of original music. Partially filmed
at EMPAC, the film has been expanded to feature length, driven
by Anderson’s spirit of transformation, embracing uncertainty
in her process while allowing the work to take on new properties
as it was being made. In crossing the nebulous border between
television and feature film, Anderson’s film reveals new insights
into each, while also opening a cinematic window into her own life.
The screening will be accompanied by a discussion about
Anderson’s artistic process, how making film soundtracks differs
from making music, and what it’s like making something that
gradually begins to turn into another thing altogether.
Laurie Anderson is widely known for her multimedia presentations
and musical recordings. Her numerous major works include
United States I-V (1983), Empty Places (1990), Stories from the
Nerve Bible (1993), Songs and Stories for Moby Dick (1999), and
Life on a String (2001), among many others. She has taken part
in countless collaborations with an array of artists, from Jonathan
Demme and Brian Eno to Bill T. Jones and Peter Gabriel.

curator: johannes goebel
Courtesy of the artist

on view

FREE

Rosa Barba
Rosa Barba has been invited to create a new site-specific artwork
that will transform EMPAC’s architecture with a large-scale
projection covering the building’s façade. A collaborative project
with Rensselaer’s Hirsch Observatory, the solar system will
form the source material for a new fictional narrative.
Rosa Barba’s publications, sculptures, and installation work
are rooted in the material of cinema. In 2010, she won the Nam
June Paik Award for Coro Spezzato, The Future Lasts One Day
(2009), based on a multi-choral performance in which each
member of the choir is represented by an individual film projector displaying the sung text. She was a resident artist at Artpace
in San Antonio in 2014, Chinati Foundation in Marfa in 2013,
and the Dia Art Foundation in 2008. Her work has been presented
in exhibitions worldwide, including Time As Perspective (2013)
at the Bergen Kunsthall; Auto Kino! (2010) at the Temporäre
Kunsthalle Berlin; Making Worlds at the 53rd Venice Biennale
in 2009; and Italics: Italian Art Between Tradition and Revolution,
1968-2008 (2008-9) at the Palazzo Grassi in Venice and at the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago.
Please visit empac.rpi.edu for scheduling details.

curator: victoria brooks
Rosa Barba, White Museum (2010)
Installation view, Centre International d’art du Paysage de L’ile de Vassiviere, France
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STAFF

EMPAC 2014-2015 presentations, residencies, and
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Endowment for the Arts and The MAP Fund, a program
of Creative Capital, primarily supported by the Doris
Duke Charitable Foundation; additional funding from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Community
Connections Fund of the MetLife Foundation, Boeing
Company Charitable Trust, and the New York State
Council for the Arts. Special thanks to the Jaffe Fund
for Experimental Media and Performing Arts for support
of artist commissions.
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